
$7,850,000 - 2267 Featherhill Road, MONTECITO
MLS® #24-600

$7,850,000
7 Bedroom, 8.00 Bathroom, 5,662 sqft
Residential on 1 Acres

N/A, MONTECITO, CA

This traditional Mediterranean built in 2002
embraces elegance and embodies the
Montecito lifestyle. Set on just under an acre in
the romantic Romero Canyon neighborhood,
the estate effortlessly combines timeless
charm with the luxury of a modern built home
surrounded by multiple esteemed estate
properties. The interior spaces blend warmth
and sophistication with thoughtful architectural
details while the expansive outdoor spaces
provide endless relaxing, dining, and
entertaining options.
Boasting a rare dual-suite primary suite
configuration, with a main floor primary suite
complemented by an ocean-view sanctuary
upstairs, the residence offers unparalleled
flexibility for modern living. An additional four
bedrooms, a richly appointed wood-paneled
office, formal living room and dining room,
alongside an inviting family room, ensure
ample space for both relaxation and
entertainment.
Completing this exceptional estate is a
charming one-bedroom guest house, with a full
kitchen, living area, and large private patio
offering an ideal retreat for guests or potential
for further customization. Whether embraced
as a full-time residence or cherished as a
part-time escape, this extraordinary property
epitomizes the timeless allure of Montecito
living at its finest.

Built in 2002



Additional Information

City MONTECITO

County Santa Barbara

Zip 93108

MLS® # 24-600

Bedrooms 7

Bathrooms 8

Square Ft 5,662

Lot Size 0.83

Neighborhood 10 - MONTECITO

HOA Dues $$500/yr

Listing Details

Listing Office Compass
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